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About City & Guilds
City & Guilds is the UK’s leading provider of vocational qualifications, offering over 500 awards across a 
wide range of industries, and progressing from entry level to the highest levels of professional 
achievement. With over 8500 centres in 100 countries, City & Guilds is recognised by employers 
worldwide for providing qualifications that offer proof of the skills they need to get the job done. 

City & Guilds Group
The City & Guilds Group includes ILM (the Institute of Leadership & Management) providing management 
qualifications, learning materials and membership services and NPTC (National Proficiency Tests Council) 
which offers land-based qualifications. City & Guilds also manages the Engineering Council Examinations 
on behalf of the Engineering Council. 

Equal Opportunities
City & Guilds fully supports the principle of equal opportunities and we are committed to satisfying this 
principle in all our activities and published material. A copy of our equal opportunities policy statement 
‘Access to assessment’ is available on our website or from the Customer Relations team.

Publications
City & Guilds publications are available online or from our Publications Sales department at the address 
below or by telephoning +44 (0)20 7294 2850 or faxing +44 (0)20 7294 3387. 

City & Guilds
1 Giltspur Street
London, EC1A 9DD
T +44 (0)20 7294 2468
F +44 (0)20 7294 2400 www.cityandguilds.com

Copyright
The content of this document is, except where otherwise indicated, © The City and Guilds of London 
Institute 2005 and may not be copied, reproduced or distributed without prior written consent.

However, approved City & Guilds centres and learners studying for City & Guilds qualifications may 
photocopy this document free of charge and/or include a locked PDF version of it on centre intranets on 
the following conditions
• members of a centre’s staff may copy the material only for the purpose of teaching learners at that 

centre who are studying towards a City & Guilds qualification, or for internal administration purposes
• learners may copy the material only for the purpose of their own private study towards a City & Guilds 

qualification.

Further conditions are shown on the ‘Copying City & Guilds material’ page on our website.

Please note: National Occupational Standards are not © The City and Guilds of London Institute. Please 
check the conditions upon which they may be copied with the relevant Sector Skills Council.

Every effort has been made to ensure that the information contained in this publication is true and correct 
at the time of going to press.  However, City & Guilds’ products and services are subject to continuous 
development and improvement and the right is reserved to change products and services from time to 
time. City & Guilds cannot accept liability for loss or damage arising from the use of information in this 
publication.
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About this document
This document contains the qualification specific details that centres will require to offer the Level 1 
Certificate in Basic Construction Skills – Bricklaying.

This document includes guidance on
• centre resource requirements
• candidate entry requirements
• information about progression to other qualifications 
• qualification standards/specifications 
• assessment requirements
• evidence recording forms

Other relevant publications

There are other City & Guilds documents which contain the latest information regarding the assessment of 
VRQs:
• Providing City & Guilds qualifications – a guide to centre and scheme approval
• Ensuring quality - containing updates on assessment and policy issues
• City & Guilds centre toolkit – additional information on running City & Guilds qualifications, in a CD-

ROM, which links to the internet for access to the latest documents, reference materials and 
templates

• City & Guilds Directory of Awards – provides details of general regulations, registration and 
certification procedures and fees. This information also appears on the online qualification 
administration service for City & Guilds approved centres - The Walled Garden at www.walled-
garden.com.

If there are any differences between the Directory of Awards and this Guide, the Directory of 
Awards has the most up-to-date information.

The City & Guilds website: www.cityandguilds.com, contains details of how to obtain other publications 
and resources.



General information

The Certificates in Basic Construction Skills qualifications have been designed by City & Guilds to provide 
basic training in construction skills for those seeking employment in the construction industry.  They are 
suitable for use with learners who have no previous experience or knowledge of the construction craft 
skills.

These qualifications are aimed at providing an introduction to these crafts and they specifically provide an 
understanding of particular craft tasks, not occupational competence in the craft.   They are suitable for 
learners who do not have access to an NVQ, as they can contribute towards the knowledge and 
understanding required for the related NVQ, while not requiring or proving evidence of occupational 
competence.

The qualification structure

The Level 1 Certificate in Basic Construction Skills –Bricklaying will be awarded to successful 
candidates on completion of the required combination of units.  A total of nine units in all are required to 
achieve the qualification, including seven mandatory units, plus any two optional units.

General structure

Each qualification is made up of units expressed in a standard format.  Each unit specification includes 
details of
• aim of the unit 
• learning outcomes (practical activities and underpinning knowledge)
• assessment methods (assignment specification)

Assessment and quality assurance

National standards and rigorous quality assurance are maintained by the use of City & Guilds’ 
Assignments, marked by the centre according to externally set marking criteria, with quality assurance 
provided by the centre and monitored by City & Guilds’ external verification system, to ensure that 
national standards are maintained.

To gain the qualification candidates must undertake an assignment for each of the mandatory units, plus 
an assignment for each of the optional units studied.

Each assignment specification includes details of
• the requirements of the assignment
• the performance criteria required to pass
• a working drawing
• evidence recording forms

Each assignment assesses the practical activities and samples the underpinning knowledge.  

Multiple choice question on-line test

The underpinning knowledge shown in each unit covers necessary basic health and safety and good 
working practices.  This is assessed by an additional multiple choice question Unit, via City & Guilds Global 
On-line Assessment (GOLA) system.  It is not mandatory and can be completed as an additional unit and 
may be useful for candidates who are expected to progress to higher level construction qualifications, 
such as NVQs.  See Centre Requirements for further information about GOLA.
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Verification of assessments

Although the Certificates in Basic Construction Skills do not imply occupational competence, they are 
designed as an introduction to N/SVQ programmes.  It is for this reason that, when assignments are 
assessed, it is important that reference is made to N/SVQ assessment methodology.  Assessors/tutors will 
need to be familiar with the occupational standards for Construction N/SVQs, because a similar system of 
internal verification is used. This means that the work of assessors involved in the qualification must be 
monitored by an Internal Verifier/scheme co-ordinator, to ensure that they are applying the standards 
consistently throughout assessment activities.

If a candidate’s work is selected for verification, samples of work must be available to the appointed 
External Verifier. 

An External Verifier will make an annual visit to the centre and their role includes the following:
• ensuring that Internal Verifiers are undertaking their duties satisfactorily
• monitoring internal quality assurance systems and sampling assessment activities, methods and 

records
• acting as a source of advice and support
• promoting best practice
• providing prompt, accurate and constructive feedback to all relevant parties on the operation of  

centres' assessment systems.

For candidates with particular requirements, centres should refer to City & Guilds policy document Access 
to assessment, candidates with particular requirements.

External Verifiers act on behalf of City & Guilds to ensure that national standards are maintained.  Full 
details of their role can be found in Providing City & Guilds’ Qualifications - a guide to centre and scheme 
approval.



Candidate entry and progression

There are no formal entry requirements for candidates undertaking this qualification. However, centres 
must ensure that candidates have the potential and opportunity to be successful in gaining their 
qualification/s. 

Initial assessment and induction

Centres will need to make an initial assessment of each candidate prior to the start of their programme to 
ensure they are entered for an appropriate type and level of qualification. 

The initial assessment should identify any specific training needs the candidate has, and the support and 
guidance they may require when working towards their qualification/s. 

City & Guilds recommends that centres provide an induction programme to ensure the candidate fully 
understands the requirements of the qualification/s they will work towards, their responsibilities as a 
candidate, and the responsibilities of the centre. It may be helpful to record the information on a learning 
contract. 

It is recommended that centres and candidates complete an initial assessment plan to take into account
• Any prior learning that can be taken into consideration
• The type of course appropriate for the candidate
• The candidate’s preferred learning styles
• Key skills strengths and weaknesses
• Any open or distance learning materials that will be used
• A target for completion of the award

Further guidance about initial assessment and induction, as well as a learning contract that centres may 
use, are available in the Centre toolkit.

Furthermore centres should ensure that candidates do not register for this award if they hold or are 
registered with City & Guilds or another awarding body for an award of the same level and content.

Age requirements

This qualification is unsuitable for candidates under sixteen years of age.

Progression

The qualification provides knowledge and/or practical skills related to the N/SVQ Level 1 in Plastering.

On completion of the qualification/s candidates may progress to
• CITB/City & Guilds Level 1 Foundation Construction Award 
• CITB/City & Guilds Level 2 Intermediate Construction Award
• An apprenticeship in construction

For further information on apprenticeships and careers in construction visit www.bconstructive.co.uk
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Course design and delivery

Recommended delivery strategies

Centre staff should familiarise themselves with the structure, content and assessment requirements of the 
qualification/s before designing a course programme.  In particular, staff should consider the skills and 
knowledge related to the national occupational standards.  Mapping to the relevant NVQs/National 
Occupational Standards is shown on page 14.

Provided that the requirements for the qualification are met, centres may design course programmes of 
study in any way that they feel best meets the needs and capabilities of their candidates. Centres may 
wish to include topics as part of the course programme, which will not be assessed through the 
qualification/s.

It is recommended that centres cover the following in the delivery of the course, where appropriate

• Key Skills (such as Communication, Application of Number, Information technology, Working with 
others, Improving own learning and performance, Problem solving)

• Health and safety considerations, in particular the need to impress to candidates that they must 
preserve the health and safety of others as well as themselves

• Equal opportunities
• Spiritual, moral, social and cultural issues
• Environmental education
• European dimension
• Employment rights and responsibilities

It is recommended that 300 hours should be allocated for the core and optional units required for 
certification.  This may be on a full or part time basis.  

Health and Safety

The importance of safe working practices must always be stressed. Candidates have responsibilities for 
the safety of others as well as themselves. Anyone behaving in an unsafe manner must be stopped and 
suitable warning given. A candidate should not be allowed to continue working on an assignment if they 
have contravened these requirements.

Machinery, tools and equipment

Centres must have access to sufficient equipment in the college, training centre or workplace to ensure 
candidates have the opportunity to cover all of the practical activities.

It is acceptable for centres to use specially designated areas within a centre for some of the units.

The equipment, systems or machinery must be of an industrial standard and be capable of being used 
under normal working conditions.



Feedback

The Assignments are intended as a formal assessment of candidates’ practical skills. They are not 
designed as teaching aids and candidates should not be entered until they are ready. Should a candidate 
fail any of these Assignments other than on health & safety grounds, as stated above, appropriate 
feedback should be given by the assessor both to the candidate and the tutor concerned.

If a candidate’s work is selected for verification, samples of work must be available to the appointed 
External Verifier.

Equal opportunities

It is a requirement of centre approval that centres have an equal opportunities policy (see PCGQ). The 
regulatory authorities require City & Guilds to monitor centres to ensure that equal opportunity policies 
are being followed.

The City & Guilds equal opportunities policy is set out on the City & Guilds website: 
www.cityandguilds.com, in PCGQ, in the Directory of Awards, and is also available from the City & Guilds 
Customer Relations department.

Access to assessment 

City & Guilds’ guidance and regulations on access to assessment are designed to facilitate access to 
assessment and qualifications for candidates who are eligible for adjustments in assessments. Access 
arrangements are designed to allow attainment to be demonstrated.

See City & Guilds Access to assessment and qualifications, available on the City & Guilds website, for 
further information.

Appeals

Centres must have their own, auditable, appeals procedure that must be explained to candidates during 
their induction. Appeals must be fully documented by the quality assurance co-ordinator and made 
available to the External Verifier or City & Guilds.

Further information on appeals is given in PCGQ. There is also appeals information for centres and 
learners on the City & Guilds website or available from the Customer Relations department.
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Centre requirements
Obtaining centre and scheme approval

Centres wishing to offer City & Guilds qualifications must gain approval.  

New centres must apply for centre and scheme approval.

Existing City & Guilds centres will need to get specific scheme approval to run this Award.

Full details of the process for both centre and scheme approval are given in Providing City & Guilds 
qualifications - a guide to centre and scheme approval which is available from City & Guilds’ regional 
offices. 

City & Guilds reserves the right to suspend an approved centre, or withdraw its approval from an 
approved centre to conduct a particular City & Guilds’ scheme or particular City & Guilds’ schemes, for 
reasons of debt, malpractice or for any reason that may be detrimental to the maintenance of authentic, 
reliable and valid qualifications or that may prejudice the name of City & Guilds.

Online Assessment (GOLA)

Part of the qualification is assessed by GOLA (City & Guilds’ Global on-line Assessment).  In addition to 
obtaining centre and scheme approval, centres are also required to set up a GOLA profile in order to offer 
the online Unit to candidates. Setting up a GOLA profile is a simple process that needs only be completed 
once. 

Details of how to set up the profile and GOLA technical requirements are available on the City & Guilds 
website www.cityandguilds.com /gola. The GOLA section of the website also has details of the GOLA 
helpline for technical queries and downloads for centres and candidates about GOLA Units.

Centres should also refer to PCGQ for further information on GOLA.



Registration and certification

For the award of a certificate, candidates must successfully complete units 045-051 inclusive plus any two 
units from 052-056, 030, 057, nine in total.  The additional assessment 099 does not count as either a 
mandatory or optional unit, but may be achieved in addition to the units required for achievement of the 
qualification.

Mandatory 
Units

Title Component

045 Working with stretcher bond walling 6217-07-045
046 Constructing block wall 6217-07-046
047 Constructing cavity wall with recess 6217-07-047
048 Working with timber frame in brickwork 6217-07-048
049 Working with stepped foundation using block work 6217-07-049
050 Constructing cavity wall using pre-cast stone arch 6217-07-050
051 Constructing brick and block gable end 6217-07-051
Optional 
units
030 Constructing semi circled arch – rough ringed 6217-07-030
052 Constructing single flue chimney and pot 6217-07-052
053 Use decorative bond in bricklaying 6217-07-053
054 Constructing attached pier with decorative wall bond 6217-07-054
055 Constructing oversailing course with decorative bond 6217-07-056
056 Working with course and random rubble stonework 6217-07-056
057 Constructing an English bond manhole 6217-07-057
Additional 
Unit
099 Basic Construction Skills Health and Safety test 6217-07-099 

Candidate registration is not required for this qualification.

When assignments have been successfully completed, candidate results should be submitted via the 
Walled Garden, www.walled-garden.com.  Centres should note that results will NOT be processed by City 
& Guilds until verification records are complete.

Full details on all the above procedures will be found in on City & Guilds Web site 
http://www.cityandguilds.com.

Candidates achieving one or more units (assessment components) will receive a Certificate of Unit Credit 
listing the units achieved.  Candidates achieving the required combination of units will, in addition, be 
issued the qualification Certificate.
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Connections to other qualifications/National Occupational 
Standards

City & Guilds has identified connections to other qualifications/National Occupational Standards (NOS) for 
the convenience of centres and candidates. This mapping is provided as guidance and suggests areas of 
overlap and commonality between the qualification/s. It does not imply that candidates completing units 
in one qualification are automatically covering all of the content of the qualification/s listed in the 
mapping. 

Centres are responsible for checking the different requirements of all qualifications they are delivering 
and ensuring that candidates meet requirements of all units/qualification/s. For example, a qualification 
may provide knowledge towards a N/SVQ, but centres are responsible for ensuring that the candidate has 
met all of the knowledge requirements specified in the N/SVQ standards.

The qualification/s have connections to the

Unit This award contributes towards the 
understanding of the following 
elements of the L1 NVQ in Trowel 
occupations 

030 Part VR49
045 Part VR01

Part VR03
Part VR36
Part VR37
Part VR38
Part VR39

046 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR03
Part VR40
Part VR41

047 Part VR01
Part VR03
Part VR36
Part VR37
Part VR38
Part VR39
Part VR40
Part VR41

048 Part VR01
Part VR03

049 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR03
Part VR37

050 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR03

051 Part VR01
Part VR03
Part VR37

052 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR03

053 Part VR01



Part VR03
054 Part VR01

Part VR03
Part VR36
Part VR37
Part VR38
Part VR39
Part VR40
Part VR41

055 Part VR01
Part VR03

056 Part VR01
Part VR03

057 Part VR01
Part VR02
Part VR03
Part VR43
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Health and safety, spiritual etc, environmental and 
European issues

The units provide opportunities to address the following issues as indicated.

Unit Spiritual, moral 
ethical, social and 
cultural

Environmental Health and safety European 
development

030 * *

045 * *

046 * *

047 * *

048 * *

049 * *

050 * *

051 * *

052 * *

053 *

054 *

055 * *

056 * *

057 * *



Key Skills signposting

The qualification provides opportunities to gather evidence for the accreditation of Key skills as shown in 
the table below. However, to gain Key Skills certification the Key Skills would need to be taken as 
additional qualification/s. 

Identification of Key Skills summary relationship table

Unit Application of 
number

ICT Working with 
others

Problem 
solving

Improving own 
learning and 
performance

030 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

045 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

046 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

047 N1.2 ICT1.1 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

048 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

049 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

050 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

051 N1.2 ICT1.1 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

052 N1.2 ICT1.1 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

053 PS1.1 LP1.1

054 N1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

055 PS1.1 LP1.1

056 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1

057 N1.2 WO1.2 PS1.1 LP1.1
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Assignment guidance and recording

Each assignment consists of two sections:

1 Candidate’s instructions
These should be read to the candidate, who should be allowed to ask any questions for clarification. 
The candidates are then required to sign that they have understood what is required.

2 Assignment record
This lists the criteria candidates are required to achieve to pass. 
Against each criterion there are three check boxes. One for the candidate to mark when complete, 
one for the assessor and one for a second assessor (if present).
This record must then be signed by the candidate and assessor on completion of the Assignment.

A Candidate assignment log is included, which should be completed to keep a record of the 
assignments/units achieved by the candidate.  

Also included is a Personal assessment plan, which should be completed before the candidate 
commences study, and Personal action plan, which should be completed during the candidate’s study 
and assessment.  Keep these documents with the completed Assignment records for internal and 
external verification purposes.



Level 1 Certificate in Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying
6217-07

Candidate Assignment Log

Candidate Name …………………………………………………………

Schedule of assignments passed

Unit 030 Semi circled arch – rough ringed

Unit 045 Working with stretcher bond walling

Unit 046 Blockwall 102.5mm thick

Unit 047 Cavity wall with frame recess

Unit 048 Timber frame faced with best brickwork

Unit 049 Stepped foundation using trench blocks

Unit 050 Cavity wall using pre-cast stone arch

Unit 051 Brick and block gable end

Unit 052 Single flue chimney and pot using DPC

Unit 053 One brick thick Flemish bond with projection

Unit 054 Attached pier in English garden wall bond

Unit 055 One brick thick EGWB with oversailing course

Unit 056 Course and random rubble stonework

Unit 057 English bond manhole
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Level 1 Certificate in Basic Construction Skills –Bricklaying
Personal assessment plan

To pass the qualification you must pass the assignments for units 045-051 and any two units 
from 030, 052-057.  The units can be taken in any order and at any time during the course.  All 
work will be assessed to the City & Guilds standards as detailed.

All work must be completed unaided.  All work must be agreed with both the assessor and the candidate 
prior to commencement.

The assessor will make assessment decisions and any appeals must be made through the internal appeals 
procedure.

Your work will be subject to internal verification.

Please detail prior learning/experience below.

Candidate’s signature and date............................................................

Assessor’s signature and date..............................................................



Level 1 Certificate in Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Personal action plan

Name……………………………………………………….

Date of birth………………………………………………..

Date started qualification………………………………….

Personal action plan whilst working towards this qualification

Sign………………………………………………..

Date……………………………………………….

Review of action plan after two units completed

Sign…………………………………………………

Date………………………………………………..
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Unit 030 Constructing semi-circled arch (rough ringed)

Set out and assemble arch to solid walling

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Form a decorative arch to a solid wall

2. Form a window or door opening

3. Make use of a complex setting out

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State building procedure of arch

2. List tolls and equipment required 

3. State a method of maintaining ranging of arch to solid wall

4. State joint finishes required

5. State the need for use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

6. State a method to maintain opening size

8. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 030 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Constructing semi circled arch – rough ringed

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 4.45 hours

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face of the 
first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket, timber arch centre, folding wedges.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the Work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out two courses dry including the arch centre to establish the correct bond.
Gauge, level and plumb all brickwork courses.
Ensure the arch is ranged in line with the main wall.
Ensure the soffit of the arch is fully jointed and clean.
Joint all face work with a weather struck finish.
Ensure full bricks only in the arch, no cut bricks 
Remove all debris upon completion of the wall.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s Signature...................................................... Date........................................

Assessor’s Signature........................................................ Date........................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Unit 030 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on assignment piece 4.45 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding half bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 5

Plumbing  point 6

Plumbing  point 7

Plumbing  point 8

Ranging on face/s +/- 4mm

Use of centre correct

All bed and cross-joints full

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

All joints finished – weather struck

Corner joints full

Soffit of arch, clean and jointed

Use of dead men correct

Full bricks in both rings

Candidate’s Signature …………………………………... Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature …………………………………..... Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature …………………………….. Date ……………………...

Number of attempts on assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 045 Working with stretcher bond walling

Using half brick thick stretcher bond with air bricks

Learning outcomes 

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Construct stretcher bond walling, free walling

2. Construct cavity walling

3. Maintain dry under floor conditions

4. Form a brick quoin

5. Work with of wall ties

6. Set out a right angled quoin

7. Bond half brick thick walling

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. Identify the tools required to build a wall

2. State the need for Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

3. Give reasons for use of air bricks

4. State the methods of different joint finishes

5. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 045 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Working with stretcher bond walling

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 4 hours

Candidates are required to set out each two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face
of the first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out two courses dry, and establish the bond.
Lay the corner brick and establish the gauge and level points at the ends of the wall.
Insert the airbricks as indicated on the drawing.
Ensure gauge, level and plumbing are correct.
Ensure the wall is square as per drawing.
Remove all debris upon completion of the assignment.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit. 

Candidate’s Signature................……………………….. Date...…………………...

Assessor’s Signature...................................................... Date.................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Unit 045 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on assignment piece 4 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding half bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 5

Air bricks correct

Wall ties correct

Wall measurements (range 1.5-2.0m)

Ranging on faces +/- 4mm

Cutting of bricks +/- 3mm

All bed and cross-joints full

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

All joints finished - half round

Corner joints full

Waste removed upon completion

Tools cleaned and stored

Candidate’s Signature …………………………………... Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature ……………………………………. Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature …………………………….. Date ……………………...

Number of Attempts on Assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 046 Constructing block wall 

Assemble a block wall

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Interpret drawings, specifications, schedules related to block wall construction

2. Lay blocks to a line, level, plumb, gauge, bond, joint, square, indent and tooth

3. Measure, set courses, mark out, position, secure the work

4. Safely use personal protective equipment (PPE)

5. Safely use and store tools and equipment

6. Protect the work and its surrounding area from damage

7. Dispose of waste 

8. Minimise damage and maintain a clean work space

9. Use and maintain hand tools

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the health and safety implications related to block laying (Health & Safety, COSHH, PPE, 
PUWER, Manual Handling, Risk Assessments, Hazards, Fire Extinguishers)

2. Identify the hazards associated with the resources and methods of work (below ground, at height, 
with tools and equipment, manual and mechanical handling)

3. State how emergencies should be responded to

4. State how resources should be used

5. State what the accident reporting procedures are and who is responsible for making the reports

6. State why and when personal protective  equipment (PPE) should be used

7. State how to protect work from damage and the purpose of protection

8. State why the disposal of waste should be carried out safely

9. State how the maintenance of tools and equipment is carried out

10. State the importance of teamwork



Unit 046 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Block Walling

Assignment instructions

Time allowed: 6 hours

The object of this unit is to assess the ability of candidates to set out and build a block wall six blocks long 
with a four block right angle toothed end return with an indent 120 mm wide.

The Assignment should be carried out using the following materials and equipment:
floor area 4 m x 3 m situated inside or outside with sufficient working space and spot board, blocks and 
mortar within easy reach.  

Sufficient blocks to be available to complete the Assignment.

The candidate can use any of the tools, equipment and materials provided.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

Candidates are required to:
Set out and build the block wall in half bond with indent allowed in accordance with the 
drawing provided.
Build the toothed end return.
All joints to front and end faces to be flat struck with the rear of the wall left flush from
the towel.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit

Candidate’s Signature………………………………….. Date………………..........

Assessor’s Signature………………………………....... Date………………..........
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills – Bricklaying

Unit 046 Assignment record

Marking: To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct

C A A2

Time allowed on Assignment piece 6 hrs

Six blocks X four blocks X six courses in half bond

Setting out.  Square measured one block from quoin within 3 mm

Indent 120 mm wide + or – 5 mm

Indent positioned 1285 mm from stopped end + or – 12 mm

Gauge.  Four courses to 900 mm.  Taken overall 1350 mm + or – 6 mm

Regular joint thickness

Levels.  Taken overall.  Top course to line + or – 3 mm
Front elevation within 4 mm, End elevation within 4 mm 

Plumb.  Perpendicular overall at each plumbing point + or – 4 mm
Points 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7 and 8

Cross joints 10 mm wide + or – 5 mm

Face plane range.  Diagonal ranges (2 per face)
Deviation: Front within 7 mm. Return end within 5 mm

Facework.  Some block selection with no major defects.  
Allow for small amount of smudging.  Front and end return

Front joints (both faces) flat struck

Rear joints (both faces) flush

Safe working with correct P.P.E

Candidate’s Signature…………………………………… Date………………........

Assessor’s Signature…………………………………….. Date………………........

Internal Verifier’s Signature……………………………… Date………………........

Number of Attempts on Assignment................

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 047 Constructing cavity wall with recess

Set out and build a cavity wall with recess

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Construct brick and block cavity walling

2. Use horizontal and vertical damp proof course

3. Use partial fill cavity insulation

4. Form a stopped end to a cavity wall

5. Form a recess to receive a window or door frame

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State regulations for horizontal and vertical DPC

2. Identify the tools required to build a wall

3. State the need for use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

4. Describe briefly different methods used for insulation

5. State wall tie regulations

6. State the procedure for forming a stopped end

7. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 047 Assignment 

Candidate’s instructions
Constructing cavity wall with frame recess

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 6.15 hours

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face
of the first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket, sharp knife.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out brickwork and block work two courses dry to establish the correct bond.
Erect the first three courses of brickwork.
Erect the first course of block work, making sure the block work is level with the 
brickwork. Fix the horizontal DPC.
Close the cavity with either a flexible or UPVC cavity closer DPC.
Gauge, level and plumb both brickwork and block work.
Finish the brickwork with a half round joint, and the block work with a flush joint.
Remove all the debris upon completion of the wall.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s signature...................................................... Date...........................................

Assessor’s signature....................................................... . Date...........................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Unit 047 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on assignment piece 6.15 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding half bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 5

Plumbing  point 6

Plumbing  point 7

Plumbing  point 8

Ranging on faces +/- 4mm

Cutting of brick/blocks +/- 3mm

All bed and cross-joints full

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

All joints finished - half round

Corner joints full

Insolation/ties fixed correctly

Flexible or UPVC cavity closer DPC

Revel clean and correct

Candidate’s Signature …………………………………… Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature ……………………………………. Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature …………………………….. Date ……………………...

Number of attempts on assignment …………..

Assessor’s Comments:
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Unit 048 Working with timber frame in brickwork

Set out brickwork to a timber frame dwelling

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Work with a timber framed structure

2. Form a cavity with a timber frame

3. Maintain a fixed datum

4. Space and fix wall/frame ties on a timber framed structure

5. Introduce  toothing and raking back half brick thick brickwork

6. Working with a vapour barrier

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State cavity wall requirements for timber frame 

2. State the need for use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

3. State how to maintain the gauge during construction

4. State regulation for forming wall ties on windows and doors

5. State the precautions needed to work on a vapour barrier

6. Identify the tools and plant required to build the wall

7. State regulations for constructing brickwork to painting back

8. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 048 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Timber frame faced with best brickwork

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 4.15 hours

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face
of the first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The Assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket, mock timber frame, six frame ties, bradawl, screw driver.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out the brickwork two courses dry to establish the correct bond.
Gauge, level and plumb all brickwork courses.
Establish the gauge brick and transfer the level to the end of the wall.
Fix the frame ties as per drawing.
Ensure the datum height is correct.
Joint the face work with a weather struck finish.
Remove all the debris upon completion of the wall.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date.......................................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date.......................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Unit 048 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on Assignment piece 4.15 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding half bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 5

Horizontal DPC correct

Timber frame fixed vertical

Frame ties fixed correctly

Ranging on faces +/- 4mm

Cutting of brick/blocks +/- 3mm

All bed and cross-joints full

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

All joints finished - half round

Corner joints full

Building paper not punctured

Brickwork level with datum

Candidate’s Signature ………………………………….. Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature …………………………………… Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature ……………………………. Date ……………………...

Number of Attempts on Assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 049 Working with stepped foundation using trench 
blocks

Set out block work on a sloping site

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Set out block work on a sloping site

2. Use of solid walling below DPC

3. Set out of brickwork below DPC

4. Maintain level block work from concrete steps

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State  the setting out procedure for sloping sites

2. State how to maintain the level courses on a sloping site

3. State the advantage of using trench blocks

4. Describe the quality of materials used below DPC level

5. State the need for use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

6. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 049 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Constructing stepped foundation using block work

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 5 hours

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face of the 
first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket, mock stepped foundation.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out the stepped walling with or without the mock stepped forma.
Ensure half bond with the trench blocks.
Ensure the wall is square.
Gauge, level and plumb both brickwork and block work.
All joint finishes are to be flush.
Remove all debris upon completion of the wall.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date........................................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date........................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Unit 049 Assignment record

Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on assignment piece 5 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding half bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 5

Plumbing  point 6

Plumbing  point 7

Plumbing  point 8

Plumbing  point 9

Plumbing  point 10

Plumbing  point 11

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

All joints finished - flush

Cavity clean

Ranging on face/s +/- 4mm

Cutting of brick/blocks +/- 3mm

All bed and cross-joints full

Candidate’s Signature ………………………………….. Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature ………………………………….... Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature ……………………………. Date ……………………...

Number of attempts on assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 050 Constructing cavity wall using pre-cast stone 
arch

Construct a cavity wall with pre-cast stone arch

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Construct a cavity wall with an opening

2. Fix a steel lintel

3. Fix a cavity tray

4. Form a soldier course above an opening

5. Use a preformed ready made concrete arch

6. Set out a cavity wall with an opening

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the wall tie and DPC’s regulations

2. State regulations for fixing lintel and forming tray

3. State different joint finishes for both brick and block work

4. Identify the laying procedures for soldier course and preformed arch

5. State different methods of access equipment

6. State the need for use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

7. State the tools and plant required to build the wall

9. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 050 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Constructing a cavity wall using pre-cast stone arch

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 10 hours

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face of the 
first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket, steel lintel, cavity tray.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the Work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out the brickwork and block work two courses dry to establish the bond.
Erect the brickwork first followed by the block work.
Gauge, level and plumb all brick and block work.
From opening using a tape or pinch rod
Fix lintel and cavity tray.
Erect PCC arch with flush joint finish.
Complete brickwork above the arch.
Fix the wall ties as per building regulation.
Finish brickwork with a half round joint.
Upon completion of the PCC arch set out and build the soldier course.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s Signature...................................................... Date........................................

Assessor’s Signature........................................................ Date........................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Unit 050 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on assignment piece 10 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding half bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 6

Plumbing  point 7

Plumbing  point 8

Plumbing  point 9

Plumbing  point 10

Cutting of brick/blocks +/- 3mm

All bed and cross-joints full

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

All joints finished - half round

Corner joints full

Ranging on face/s +/- 4mm

Lintol and cavity tray correct

PCC arch and soldier course

Candidate’s Signature ………………………………….. Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature …………………………………… Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature ……………………………. Date ……………………...

Number of attempts on assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 051 Constructing brick and block gable end

Set out and construct a gable end with bricks and blocks

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Form a cavity wall simulated at roof height

2. Cut bricks and blocks against roof ladders

3. Cut bricks and blocks to an angle

4. Work in a gang (two bricklayers cutting)

5. Use hop ups

6. Range to a gable end

7. Maintain the bond on a gable end

8. Maintain the bond on both brick and block work

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State laying procedure for both bricks and blocks

2. Identify the tools and equipment required

3. Identify the cutting procedure for bricks and blocks

4. State different methods of access equipment

5. State how to maintain gauge, level, plumb and ranging

6. State the need for use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

7. State wall tie and restraint straps’ regulations

8. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 051 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Constructing a brick and block gable end

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 9 hours and work in pairs (1/2 marks each)

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face
of the first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket, set of fixed gable ladders.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the Work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out both the brick and block work to establish the correct bond.
Erect block work, cutting to the gable ladders.
Space wall ties as per building regulation.
Gauge, level and plumb all brick and block work.
Erect the brickwork forming a clean cavity.
Cut brickwork to the gable ladders (by hand only) (See your tutor for the correct 
sequence).
Finish the brickwork with a half round joint finish.
Ensure the correct ranging of both the brick and block work.
Remove all debris upon completion of the wall.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s Signature...................................................... Date........................................

Assessor’s Signature........................................................ Date........................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Unit 051 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on assignment piece 9 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding half bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 5

Plumbing  point 6

Plumbing  point 7

Plumbing  point 8

Ranging on faces +/- 4mm

Cutting of brick/blocks +/- 3mm

All bed and cross-joints full

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

All joints finished - half round

Corner joints full

Spacing of ties correct

Use of line/pins correct

Raking back sequence correct

Candidate’s Signature ………………………………….. Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature …………………………………… Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature ……………………………. Date ……………………...

Number of attempts on assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 052 Constructing single flue chimney and pot 

Set out and construct a single flue chimney and pot using DPC

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Use flue liners and the correct method of fixing

2. Insert DPC in the correct position

3. Construct a chimney pot and flaunching to correct angle

4. Construct oversailing course with set projections  

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State methods of access equipment 

2. State the need for use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

3. Show method of forming over sailing course and use of sightline method

4. State fixing method for liners

5. Explain briefly details of fixing and reason why lead trays are used

6. State joint finishes for stack

7. Identify the details of fixing and reasons why lead trays are used

8. Identify the tools and equipment required to build stack

9. State the need for a clean and tidy work area

11. State the bonding of the oversailing course



Unit 052 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions 
Constructing a single flue chimney and pot using DPC

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 5 hours

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face of the 
first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket, small plastic float, plastic or lead trays.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the Work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out two courses dry to establish the correct bond.
Gauge one corner and transfer to the other three using your level.
Gauge, level and plumb all courses.
Sandwich the DPC tray between fine thin mortars.
Ensure the chimney is clean and hollow.
Set out over sailing course, making sure that sight line is level on the under side.
Fix the pot. Fix the flaunching to the correct angle (See your tutor).
Joint all brickwork with a weather struck finish.
emove all debris upon completion of the wall.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date........................................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date........................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills – Bricklaying 

Unit 052 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on assignment piece 5 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding half bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 5

Plumbing  point 6

Plumbing  point 7

Plumbing  point 8

Ranging on faces +/- 4mm

Cutting of brick/blocks +/- 3mm

All bed and cross-joints full

Clean face/pot (little staining allowed)

All joints finished – weather struck

Corner joints full

Lead work bedded correct

Flaunching smooth and correct

Oversailing correct

Candidate’s Signature ………………………………….. . Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature …………………………………….. Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature ……………………………... Date ……………………...

Number of attempts on assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 053 Use decorative bond in bricklaying

Use one brick thick Flemish bond with projections

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Use a decorative bond (Flemish)

2. Construct a solid wall

3. Lay a projection panel with fixed projection

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the difference between English and Flemish bond

2. State the meaning of quarter bond

3. State the laying procedure for one brick thick walling

4. Describe briefly the method of fixing while projecting bricks

5. State the tools and equipment required

7. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 053 Assignment 

Candidate’s instructions
Use decorative bond in bricklaying

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 3 hours

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face of the 
first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket, 20mm projection gauge.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out two courses dry to establish the correct bond.
Gauge, level and plumb all courses.
Ensure the quarter bond is correct.
Projections to be clean and plumb.
Finish all brickwork with a half round joint finish.
Remove all debris upon completion of the wall.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s Signature...................................................... Date.......................................

Assessor’s Signature........................................................ Date.......................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills – Bricklaying 

Unit 053 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on assignment piece 3 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding quarter bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 5

Plumbing  point 6

Plumbing  point 7

Plumbing  point 8

Plumbing  point 9

Cutting of brick/blocks +/- 3mm

All bed and cross-joints full

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

All joints finished - half round

Corner joints full

Ranging on face/s +/- 4mm

Projections clean

Candidate’s Signature …………………………………... Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature ……………………………………. Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature …………………………….. Date ……………………...

Number of attempts on assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 054 Constructing attached pier with decorative wall 
bond 

Set out and bond solid wall with attached pier in English garden wall bond

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Construct a decorative wall bond

2. Construct a solid brick wall (one brick thick)

3. Form a ‘T’ junction in solid walling

4. Construct an attached pier for stability

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the meaning of quarter bond

2. State the rule of bonding for ‘T’ junctions

3. State the tools and equipment required

4. State the need for use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

5. State different joint finishes for a wall

6. Give the number of stretcher courses between header course

7. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 054 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Constructing attached pier with decorative wall bond

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 10 hours

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face of the 
first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the Work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out the wall two courses dry to establish the correct bond.
Gauge, level and plumb all brickwork courses.
Ensure the attached pier is square to the main wall..
Ensure the ranging to all faces is correct.
Finish all brickwork joints with a half round finish.
Remove all debris upon completion of the wall.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s Signature...................................................... Date............................... 

Assessor’s Signature........................................................ Date...............................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Unit 054 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on assignment piece 10 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding half/quarter bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 5

Plumbing  point 6

Plumbing  point 7

Plumbing  point 8

Plumbing  point 9

Plumbing  point 10

Plumbing  point 11

Plumbing  point 12

All joints finished - half round

All bed, cross, corner-joints full

Ranging on face/s +/- 4mm

Cutting of brick/blocks +/- 3mm

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

Candidate’s Signature …………………………………... Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature ……………………………………. Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature …………………………….. Date ……………………...

Number of attempts on assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 055 Constructing oversailing course with decorative 
bond

Set out and construct English Garden Wall bond and oversailing course

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Make use of a decorative bond

2. Construct a solid wall

3. Use an over sailing course ensuring sight line is level

4. Use fixing and copping to a solid wall (BOE)

5. Use an angle fillet to protect the BOE

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. State the meaning of quarter bond

2. State the setting out procedure for the BOE

3. State the reason for the angle fillet

4. State the PPE required

5. State joint finishes required for solid wall and brick on edge

7. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 055 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Constructing oversailing course with decorative wall bond 

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 3.45 hours

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face of the 
first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the Work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out two courses dry to establish the correct bond.
Gauge, level and plumb all brickwork courses.
Ensure the over sailing course is level on the under side.
Set out the brick on edge to establish the correct gauge.
Ensure no staining of the BOE while fixing the mortar fillet.
Finish the joint with a half round joint finish.
Remove all debris upon completion of the wall.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date..................................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date..................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Unit 055 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on Assignment piece 3.45 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding half/quarter bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 5

Plumbing  point 6

Oversailing correct projection

Angle fillet even thickness

Ranging on face/s +/- 4mm

Cutting of brick/blocks +/- 3mm

All bed and cross-joints full

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

All main wall joints – half round

Corner joints full

Boe joints weather struck

Boe clean above angle fillet

Oversailing level underside

Candidate’s Signature …………………………………... Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature ……………………………………. Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature …………………………….. Date ……………………...

Number of attempts on assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 056 Working with course and random rubble 
stonework

Use stonework bonds

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Construct stonework bonds

2. Use the correct method of fixing stonework to brickwork

3. Possible use of different stonework joint finishes

4. Ensure local stone to be used

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. Describe briefly the difference between the bonds

2. State wall tie regulations and spacing

3. State different joint finishes

4. State PPE required

5. State the tools and plant required

6. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 056 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Working with course and random rubble stonework

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 7 hours

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face of the 
first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket, jamb brush.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Ensure the block work is gauged and levelled and plumb.
Show two different bonds.
Ensure the face work on the stonework is clean.
Ensure no wall tie is showing on the face.
Finish the joints with a flush finish.
Remove all debris upon completion of the wall.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s signature..................................................... Date......................................

Assessor’s signature....................................................... Date......................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Unit 056 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on assignment piece 7 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding of blocks half bond +/- 3mm

Gauge on blockwork +/- 3mm

Level blockwork +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Course rubble correct

Randum rubble correct

Wall ties spacing correct

Use of line on stonework correct

Ranging on block face/s +/- 4mm

Cutting of brick/blocks +/- 3mm

All bed and cross-joints full

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

All joints finished - flush

Use of local stone

Use of local flint

Candidate’s Signature …………………………………... Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature ……………………………………. Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature …………………………….. Date ……………………...

Number of attempts on assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Unit 057 Constructing an English bond manhole

Learning outcomes

Practical activities

The candidate will be able to:

1. Form an inspection chamber in brick

2. Use the method of fixing invert channels, benching the frame/lid

3. Use the method of showing correct bona for manhole

4. Use the method of showing correct wall thickness for manholes (brick)

5. Make use of broken bond

6. Make use of PCC lintels to bridge over pipe work

7. Use the method of reducing opening to fit frame and lid

8. Set out English bond quoins

9. Set out English bond (broken)

Underpinning knowledge

The candidate will be able to:

1. Identify the materials used within a manhole

2. Describe briefly the difference between lightweight and heaven frames and lids

3. State the reason for using PCC lintels

4. State the procedure for corbels to form opening

5. State the minimum fall for pipe work

6. State the need for use of Personal Protective Equipment (PPE)

7. State the tools and equipment required

8. State the need for a clean and tidy work area



Unit 057 Assignment

Candidate’s instructions
Constructing an English bond manhole

Assignment instructions:

Time allowed: 6.5 hours

Candidates are required to set out each test two courses ‘dry’ without any mortar, to check the
measurements and the bond. Ask your tutor for agreement. If agreed mark the outline of the face of the 
first course on the concrete, this will enable you to know where each brick fits in the first course.

The assignment should be carried out using the following tools and equipment:
square, pencil, laying trowel, pointing trowel, brick bolster, club hammer, brick hammer, comb hammer, 
line and pins, corner blocks, spirit level, pocket level, gauge rod, tape measure, goggles, half round 
jointer, straight edge, water bucket, small plastic float, pre-cast concrete lintels, invert channel, light 
weight frame and cover.

Candidates will be assessed on preparation, finish and cleanliness of both the Work area and tools and 
equipment.

The following instructions should be read to the candidate who should be allowed to ask 
questions for clarification:

The candidate is required to:
Set out two courses dry to establish the correct bond.
Complete the bonding of both the first and second courses on the drawing.
Gauge, level and plumb the internal faces of the chamber.
See your tutor for the overhang of the top course.
Ensure the channel and the benching are the correct angle.
Ensure the use of pre-stressed lintels over the pipe work.
All joints to be finished flush.
Remove all debris upon completion of the wall.

I have read and understand what is required for this unit.

Candidate’s Signature..................................................... Date........................................

Assessor’s Signature....................................................... Date........................................
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6217-07 Basic Construction Skills - Bricklaying

Unit 057 Assignment record
Marking:    To pass all boxes in the first two columns must be ticked as correct.

C A A2

Time allowed on assignment piece 6.5 hours

Setting out correct

Loading out of materials

Square +/- 2mm

Bonding half/quarter bond +/- 3mm

Gauge +/- 3mm

Level +/- 3mm (top of wall)

Plumb +/- 3mm

Plumbing  point 1

Plumbing  point 2

Plumbing  point 3

Plumbing  point 4

Plumbing  point 5

Plumbing  point 6

Plumbing  point 7

Plumbing  point 8

Ranging on face/s +/- 4mm

Cutting of brick/blocks +/- 3mm

All bed and cross-joints full

Clean face (only a little staining allowed)

All joints finished - flush

Use of PCC lintol correct

Invert channel/benching correct

Benching at correct angle

Cover/frame fixed correctly

Candidate’s Signature ………………………………….. Date ………………………

Assessor’s Signature ………………………………….... Date ……………………...

Internal Verifier’s Signature ……………………………. Date ……………………...

Number of attempts on assignment …………..

Assessors Comments:
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Further information

Further information regarding centre/scheme approval or any aspect of assessment of our qualifications 
should be referred to the relevant City & Guilds regional/national office:

Region Telephone Facsimile

City & Guilds Scotland 0131 226 1556 0131 226 1558

City & Guilds North East 0191 402 5100 0191 402 5101

City & Guilds North West 01925 897900 01925 897925

City & Guilds Yorkshire 0113 380 8500 0113 380 8525

City & Guilds Wales 02920 748600 02920 748625 

City & Guilds West Midlands 0121 359 6667 0121 359 7734

City & Guilds East Midlands 01773 842900 01773 833030

City & Guilds South West 01823 722200 01823 444231

City & Guilds London and 
South East 

020 7294 2820 020 7294 2419 

City & Guilds Southern 020 7294 2724 020 7294 2412

City & Guilds East 01480 308300 01480 308325

City & Guilds Northern 
Ireland/ Ireland

028 9032 5689 028 9031 2917

City & Guilds Customer 
Relations Unit 

020 7294 2800 020 7294 2400

Website www.cityandguilds.com
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